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1. INTRODUCTION 
It was shown in part I [l], that if 
f b, sin kt 
P=l 
(1.1) 
is a Fourier-Stieltjes series [i.e., b = (bk) E S,] and if 
(i.e., b E bv), then (1.1) is the Fourier series of an L1-function, i.e., b CL:. 
Since each real sequence of bounded variation is the difference of two 
decreasing sequences, the following question naturally arises: Under what 
conditions does b real and b EL: n bv imply that b can be written as the 
difference of two decreasing sequences in Lz? It is shown below (Theorem 
3.1) that for real b, 
Q 
c 1Tid~ + 1) Ib/c - bk,, I < a, R=l b,. ---f 0 (k---f co), (1.2) 
is a necessary and sufficient condition. 
Teljakovskii [2] proved that even if b is a quasiconvex null sequence and 
(I. 1) is a Fourier series, then it is not necessarily true that b fulfills (1.2). 
A stronger noninclusion statement is contained in our Theorem 5.8. 
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Let h, be the space of complex sequences b which fulfill condition (1.2). It 
will be shown in Section 4 that 
h, = b : f k-l 1 b, 1 < co and f 1 d(log(k + 1) &)I < cc 
I k=l k=l 
(Here dx, = xk - x~+~). 
If h, is considered as a Banach space under the norm 
// b 11 = f l”idk + 1) 1 &c I , 
k=l 
then its conjugate space (h,)’ can be identified with the space of sequences 
y = (yk) for which 
sunp[log(n + l>l-’ 1 k$lYk 1 < 00. 
This space (h,)’ can also be identified with the space of all sequences y which 
can be written as a sum a + b where 
sup I Ku, I < 00 and 
k 
syp ( k$l [log@ + 1)1-l &I < ~0. 
As corollaries some new criteria for Fourier coefficients are obtained. For 
example, if x = (xk) is a complex sequence such that 
gl 1 d(lodk + l> %k)l < co, 
then Cz=‘=, xk cos kt is the Fourier series of an L1-function whose partial 
sums are bounded in the L1-norm. 
In the final section some dual statement is derived which can be expressed 
as follows: 
If cz=‘=, xkyk converges for every x for which cz=, xkeikt converges in the 
L’-norm, then 
s~P[lodn + l)l-’ 1 k$l ykeikt 1 < a 
for every t E T = [0,2n) (Theorem 6.1). 
The results in this paper and in [l] illustrate the usefulness of sums of 
sequence spaces. 
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2. NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS, AND PRELIMINARIES 
2.0. The following spaces or sets of complex or real sequences 
x = (xJ& are considered: 
4 = space of sequences with only finitely many nonzero terms, 
f. =: {x :‘,E Xk = O}, 
6V” == ba n co ) 
1”.-~{x:sup/x,j<a3}, 
A 
x:I1xilQ’= f (k+1)jd2x,/+supIxkI<co , A%, = A(Ax,), 
k=l k 
40 = 4 c-7 co 9 
us-L ~:(c,i)- f xk=;+lik~Jl -y)x,exists , 
1 k=l I 
Cd = 1.k. : sup 1 i (1 - y) xk 1 < ml , 
n k=l 
m = {x : Xk > Xkfl for every k = 1, 2,...}, 
mu = m n co, 
h, = x : dk- # 0 for every k, f’ I d,Ax, / < co, xk + 0 . 
1 k=l I 
L' = L'(T), c = C(T), L” = L”(T), c = C(T), HD = HP(T) 
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denote as usual the spaces of complex valued measurable functions on 
T = [0, 257) which are, respectively, Lebesgue integrable, essentially bounded, 
continuous, or which belong to the Hardy space HP [3, p. 2711. 
If A is any of the spaces L, C, or L”, then 
I 
m 
d,= x: c x,coskt~f(t)~A , 
k=l I 
I 
cc 
A,= x: C x,sinktmg(t)EA . 
k=l I 
Hence-with the exception that we assume for convenience x,, = 0 in the 
definition of A^, - AC , and A, denote the corresponding sequence spaces of 
Fourier cosine and sine coefficients respectively. 
If E is any set of complex sequences x = (x,& , then 
dE = {x : (l&c,) E E}, 
s 
E = {x : (kxk) E E}, 
Efi = {x : xy = (xkyk) E cs for every y E E}, 
E” = {x : xy E us for every y E E}, 
Em = {x : xy E 1 for every y E E}. 
For any given complex sequence u, we define 
uE={uy:y~E}. 
Let A be a BK-space, i.e., a Banach space consisting of complex sequences 
with continuous coordinates [4]. Define 
A, = {a E A : 11 P,a - a II+ 0 (n + co)}, 
where 
(P&>k = 1; ;; ; 1 gy ,” + ?-& 
and P,UE A for all n = 1, 2,... . 
Correspondingly define 
A,, = (u E A : II P,%z - a [I + 0 (n + co)}, 
where 
(pn’a)k = I 
l-k--l 
> 
ak if n 
k = 1, 2,..., n 
0 if R = n + 1, n + 2,... 
and P,la E A for all n = 1, 2,... . 
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A, and A,, are the subspaces of A whose elements have sectional con- 
vergence (= AK), respectively, Ceshro-sectional convergence of order one 
(= UK). 
We define also 
‘(A,,,) = {a : P,a E A for n = 1, 2 ,... and sup i/ P,a IIA < co}. 
n 
Note: a E ‘(AN) does not always imply that a E A as the following example 
shows: Take A = ca under the norm /I a 11 = suplc j ak / . Then 
‘(AN) = I” Q cO . 
Let A and B be sets of sequences. The sum (difference) of these sets is 
defined as 
A (*I) B = {X : xk = a, (*I) b, for all K = I,2 ,..., where a E A, b E B}. 
The following facts will be used later: 
2.1. If A and B are BK-spaces with AK containing 4, then 
(iz n B)6 = As + BB [6]. 
2.2. If A and B are BK-spaces with UK containing 4, then 
(A n By = A0 + B0 [6]. 
2.3. If E is a BK-space containing 4, then (EB),, = (EB)N . 
Proof. If E is a BK-space containing 4, then also EB is a BK-space under 
the norm 
[7, P* 3511. 
Furthermore 
implies for every x E EB that 
Hence every x E Ea has bounded sections. This implies bv, . EB = (IiF),,, 
[8, p. 1006, Theorem 41. Also for every’x E E”, 
sup 11 P,‘x 11 = sup 1 n-1 i PkX / < sup .-I i /I P,x /I < co. 
n n k=l n k=l 
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Hence the Ce&o-sections {P,‘x} are bounded in E4. This implies 
q. . E@ = (EB),, [9, p. 691. Now qO C bv, . Hence 
(EB),, = q. * E” C bo, . Ee = (EB)N . 
The converse inclusion is obvious. Hence the statement follows. 
2.4. If A and B are BK-spaces such that A, C B then 
bv . [‘(AN) n B] = ‘(A,,,) n B. 
Proof. Since x E bv implies that lim,,, k x exists and the linear space [l) 
spanned by the identity sequence belongs to bv, clearly bv = bv, + [l]. 
Hence bv . [‘(AN) n B] C bv, . ‘(A,,,) + ‘(AN) n B. Now bv, . ‘(AN) = A, 
by Garling [S, Theorem 41. Since A, C B, we have A, C ‘(AN) n B. Hence 
bu . [I(AN) n B] CA, + ‘(AN) n B = ‘(AN) n B. The converse inclusion is 
obvious since [I] C ba. 
COROLLARY. If E is u BK-space then bv . [‘(EN) n EIN] = ‘(EN) n EIN . 
3. SEQUENCES OF FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF BOUNDED VARIATION 
3.1 THEOREM. A real sequence x can be written as the daflereme of two 
decreasing sequences in L, if and only ;f x is real, 
f log@ + 1) I Ax, I < ~0 
k=l 
and Xk + 0. 
For the proof we use the following Lemma which seems to be of independ- 
ent interest. 
3.2 LEMMA. Let E be a real sequence space with the property 
Then 
(3.4) En bv, = En m,, - En q. 
Proof. Suppose (3.3) is fulfilled and x E E n bv, . Let 
(n = 1, 2,...). 
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Then a E E n m, and b YE a - x E E n c,, - E n c0 = E n c,, . Further- 
more 116, = Au, - dx, y= 1 dx, / - dx, 3 0. Hence b E E n m, and 
x-=a-b~Enm,-Enm,. 
3.5 Remarks. 1. A corresponding Lemma holds for bv and m instead of 
bo, and m,) . 
2. If E in the Lemma is a solid real sequence space (i.e. if x E E, 
~ yr 1 < 1 xk / for all k = 1, 2,... and y real imply y E E) then (3.4) implies 
(3.3), but (3.4) is not fulfilled for every solid real sequence space. 
Proof. Suppose (3.4) is fulfilled, x E E n bv, and x = a - b where 
a, b E E n m, . Then for 11 = 1, 2 ,..., 
f ~ Ax, 1 = f 1 Au, - Ah I < f (i Qak I -- I 4 I) = a, -t 6, . 
la, =?I c=n li=n 
Hence if E is solid then a + b E E implies (Cy=‘=, 1 Ax, 1) E E. 
E = dl provides an example of a space which is solid and whose real 
subspace does not fulfill (3.4) (see [l, Section 4, Remark 31). 
3. Condition (3.3) is fulfilled for example by the real subspace of qO, 
since x E 4,) and a, = Cz=‘=, ! Ax, 1 imply 
I A2a, / = 1 / Ax, 1 - j Ax,,, I ) < / Ax, - A,r,+, j = j A2x, I . 
4. The analog of the Lemma for real-valued functions on some 
interval [a, b] on the real line reads as follows (and it can be proved corre- 
spondingly): 
Let E be a space of real-valued functions on [a, b], BP’ the space of func- 
tions F of bounded variation on [a, b] and let M be the set of decreasing 
functions on [a, 61. Then 
implies 
EnBVC/F:IlidF, =,y(x)~Ei 
EnBV=EnM-EnM. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Suppose x = a - b where a, b EL, n m, . Then 
a, b E hLlog(n+l)l = h, = 
/ 
x : f log(k + 1) / dx, I < cc and X~ --f 0 i 
k=l \ 
[3, p. 1851 and so also x E h, . 
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Conversely if x is real and x E h, , then x EL, n bv,, [lo, p. 261 and 
Furthermore 
f log(k + 1) I Aa, I = 2 log@ + 1) / Ax, / < co 
k=l k=l 
with uk + 0 imply a EL, [3, p. 1851. H ence by the Lemma (taking for E the 
real subspace of E, , 
x=a-((a-x)EL,nm,--LE,nm,. 
The following statement is essentially known: 
3.6 THEOREM. (a) h, C (%), i.e. if c;=‘=, lOg(k + 1) / AX, 1 < CO U?ld 
xlc -+ 0, then CT=‘=, xkeikt -f(t), where f EL1 and the series converges in the 
Lborm. 
(b) If Cz=‘=, xk sin kt is a Fourier-Stieltjes series with decreasing coeficients, 
then x E h, . 
Proof. (a) If x E h, then AE (LJN (see [lo, p. 26 and proof there) and 
x EL, [lo, p. 291. Hence x E (HI), [3, p. 268, 6.141. 
(b) Let S, be the space of Fourier-Stieltjes-sine coefficients. By [ 1, Theo- 
rem 5.21, S, n m = t, n m. Hence S, n m C h, by Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY. S,nm=dlnm=&),nm. 
Proof. As is well known dZ n m = h, n m [3, p. 1851. Thus the Corollary 
follows from the last Theorem. 
4. THE BANACH SPACE h, AND ITS CONJUGATE SPACE 
Let d = (dk) be any complex sequence such that dk # 0 for every 
k = 1, 2,... . It is easy to see that 
h, = x : f 1 d,Ax, 1 < co and xk + 0 
I k=l I 
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is a BK-space with AK under the norm 
Therefore (h&B can be identified with the space (Q’, the conjugate space 
of h, , by means of the isomorphism 5 E (I&)’ t)y E (IQ, where 
l(X) = &,(x) = f XkYk [‘I’ 
li=l 
4.1 THEOREM. 
(hd)’ = (h# = y : 
i 
s~;tp j 4 I-’ 1 &vk / < ml . 
Proof. Since C$ is dense in h, , we have y E (h,)fl if and only if 
[7, p. 355, Satz 2.31. Now 
i xkyk = nfl Ax,~ i yj’ 
k=l k-=1 i ! j=l j=l 
d&&(dk)-1 i yj + 4 1 - x, . (d&l i yi . j=l 3=1 
Put dk . Ax, = u,; then 
11 x lib, = // u 111 = f / uk / a 
k=l 
and this, together with the condition stated at the beginning of the proof, 
implies that y E (ha)0 if and only if 
so > sup sup n ,,u,,l~l 1 g; [ffk(dk)-l &+] + ‘ddi-’ ii yj j . 
j=l 
Hence y E (hd)B if and only if 
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4.2 COROLLARY. 
(a> (hd)i = y : (dn)-1 jI] Yk + o I k=l 
w @dP = Y I : s”p(d,)-l i 1 yk 1 ( a la k=l 
(c> [(hd)%’ = Y : td,)-’ ’ i 1 Yk 1 -+ o I k=l 
4.3 THEOREM. 
(a) h, = dl CI ((log(n + l))-I) - bu 
= dl n ((lo& + I))-l) - bv, = ((h,)s)a. 
tb) (hds = (Y :s;P((lodn + l&l) 1 El Yk 1 < a! 
= 
I 
1” + (log(n + 1)) - bs. 
For the reader not familiar with our notation we repeat Theorem 4.3 in the 
following form: 
(4 
k=l 
and xk -+ 0 
f 1 k-lx, / f 00 and -f 1 d(lOg(k + 1) xk)l < Co 
k=l k-1 
(where necessarily log@ + 1) xk -+ 0); furthermore hz is the /3-dual spate of 
(h,)“. 
(b) 
zy and only if y = a + b where 
sup 1 ka, 1 < co and 
k 
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Proof. (a) Suppose x E h, . Then x E H^1 by Theorem 3.6. Hence 
$ C dZ [3, p. 286, (8.7)] implies x E dl. Now 
co > f log(k + 1) I Ax, ~ 
k-1 
:= f 1 log(k + I) xy, - log(k + 2) XL+-l 
k=l 
+ log@ + 2) xk+l - log@ + 1) xk+l i
2 f / A(log(k + 1) +)I - f log (1 + & I XZ+I I . 
k-1 k=l 
But 
(k + co). 
Hence x E dl implies 
&,,@ + &) / xk+ll < C0n 
Therefore, the estimate above implies also 
jl / A(log(k + 1) xk)i < KJ. 
Hence h, C dl IT ((log(n + l))-l) . bv. S ince h, has AK this inclusion implies 
h, C [Cdl) n ((log@ + I))-l) . 6~1, = (4, n [((log(n + 1))Y) . W, 
= dl n ((log@ + l))-l) . bv, . 
Conversely suppose x E dl n ((log(n + l))-l) . bv then [again since 
(k + 1) log (1 + 10 + 1)) -+ 1 (k + a)1 
CQ > f log (1 + &) 1 xk / + f 1 A(log(k + 1) XA.)! 
k=l k=l 
> f IlOg(l +&+k+A(log(k +l)Nk)j 
k=l 
= f log(k + 2) / AX, 1 
k=l 
and x&. + 0 
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since 
p[xk . log@ + 1>1 exists if x E ((log@ + 1)))1) * bv. 
Hence dl n ((log(n + 1)))l) . bv C h, . This proves with the opposite 
inclusion verified before, the first two equalities in (a). 
Finally (A,) = ((hl)s)B since h, is the intersection-as we just saw-of the 
p-dual spaces 
dl = (11”)” and (log(n + l))-1 * bv = ((log(n + 1)) . CS)B. 
Hence it is itself a p-dual space, i.e., (h,) = ((h#)s (see [I, Lemma 3.31). 
(b) The first equation follows from Theorem 4.1. To obtain the sum 
representation of (hr)s we use statement 2.1 and the second intersection 
representation of h, in (a): In fact dl and ((log(n + I))-l) * bv, with the norms 
respectively, 
II x II = f I 4bs + 1) %>I 
k=l 
are BK-spaces with AK. Hence by 2.1 
[dl n ((log@ + l))-l) . 6w,]S = (dl)O + [((log@ + l))-l) bv$ 
= 
s 
I” + (log(n + 1)) * bs. 
5. SOME NEW CRITERIA FOR FOURIER COEFFICIENTS 
We use now the foregoing results to derive some sufficient conditions for a 
sequence to be a sequence of Fourier coefficients. 
5.1 THEOREM. If 
then 
m 
c Xk cos kt -f(t) EL1 and xk cos: ht dt < co. 
k=l 
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Proof. First we note that 
dt < CO, 
[3, p. 1851. Hence 
t 
1 
log@ + 1) i 
E ‘(-LA 
since LcN is a BK-space under the norm 
II x II = s”,p Jt” / $r xlz cos kt j dt. 
Furthermore, 
i 
1 
log@ + 1) 1 
EL, = (L,),, . 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(For the inclusion see [3, p. 1841 and for the equality [3, p. 1441, observing 
that e, is a BK-space under the norm 
:I x 11 = j”Iv 1 f(t)] dt if f(t) - f xk cos kt.) 
0 P=l 
Combining (5.2) and (5.3) we obtain 
( 1 log@ + 1) 1 E ‘(Ld n (Lh . 
Now by 2.4 
This combined with (5.4) implies 
( 1 log@ + 1) 1 h C h . [‘(L) n (L),d = Y-L) f7 CL:,, 
which is just another formulation of our statement. 
5.5. COROLLARY. 
( 1 log(n + 1) 1 * ho c (Lh . 
(5.4) 
Proof. As remarked before [proof of Theorem 4.3(b)], (l/log(n + 1)) . boo 
is a BK-space with AK. Hence the Corollary follows from Theorem 5.1. 
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5.6 COROLLARY. 
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ss I7 ilog(n’+ 1) 1 
- bv = h, . 
Proof. By Hardy and Littlewood [l l] or [3, p. 2861, S, n S, C dl. From 
this, the CEollary follows with Theorems 5.2, 4.3(a), 3.6(a), and the trivial 
inclusion H1 C S, . 
5.7 Remark. By Teljakovskii [2] (see also [lo, p. 27, Theorem 5.4]), 
p,, n E, = q0 n dl. SS q0 C & by Kolmogorov [12], this equation is clearly 
equivalent to q,, n H1 = q,, n dl. Teljakovskii proved also that a real sequence 
in q,, n dl does not necessarily belong to ,?.., n m - 2, n m. In fact a much 
stronger noninclusion holds: 
5.8 THEOREM. For real sequence spaces 1 and q we have 
([lo& + 1 P-1) - l Q 2, n m - Ls n m Q (n[log(n + 1)1-‘-l) . q 
for every E > 0. 
Proof. By Theorems 3.1 and 4.3(a), 
2,nm-2,nm= 
K 
’ ).bv]ndZ 
log(n + 1) 
and clearly 
[( log(nl+ 1)) . bvl ndlC (log(nl+ 1)) - I”* 
Since for every E > 0, 
[13, p. 325, Hilfssatz] the left noninclusion in our statement follows. 
Assume now that for some c > 0, 
2,nm-2e,nmCa*q, (5.9) 
where 
a = (ak), ak = k[log(k + 1)1-‘-l (k = 1, 2,...). 
By Section 4, & n m - 2, n m is a BK-space with AK under the norm 
II x II = f log(k + 1) I Ax, I 
k=l 
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and a . q is a BK-space under the norm 
Hence (5.9) implies 
Ls n m - Ls n m C [a . qlN = a . qN . (5.10) 
But qh, = q n J c0 because x E qN if and only if x E q and 
/I Pnx - x llq = f (k + 1) I A2x, I + n I x,+1 I 
k=n+l 
+ (n + 1) I - 2%+, + %I+2 I + sup I XI, ! + 0 
li 
(n -+ co). 
Hence (5.10) implies 
L,,nm-&nmCa. cO. 
i 
However this is false as 
x = ([log@ + 1)1-(+-l) EL, n m - L, n m = 
L( 
1 
log@ + 1) 1 1 - bv n dl 
but x $ a . jcO shows. 
COROLLARY. 
l(lL,nm-E,nm 
(and hence also qO n dl @I?., n m - IfS n m). 
Remark. Theorem 5.8 is best possible in the sense that both non- 
inclusions become inclusions if E = 0. 
6. SOME DUAL STATEMENTS 
Theorem 3.6(a) and Theorem 4.3(b) imply the following 
6.1 THEOREM. 
implies 
1 
“YP log@ + 1) I;“1 
1 i xkeikt 1 < Co 
for every t E [0,27r). 
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,Proof. By Theorem 3.6(a) h, C ($)N. Hence [(H’;,N,B C (IzJfl. Now 
(H1)N = LGN n & and the spaces Lcru and I!& are BK-spaces with AK 
under the norms 
11 x I/ = ““,p jr i il xk cos kt i & 
respectively, 
IIXII = "",P jl" 1 il xk sin Id / dt. 
Therefore by 2.1 
By Theorem 4.3(b) 
Now x E (&)a + (&)a implies clearly also (xkeikt) E (&,)a + (&)a for 
every t E [0, 27r) since the space El1 is translation invariant. Hence the theorem 
follows. 
6.2 Remarks. The space E = (J?~,,,)~ + (&.,)a is not easy to describe. But 
we can list the following facts: 
1. (H’,N is a BK-space with AK under the norm, 
11 x // = s;p 1:” 1 ir xkeikt 1 dt, 
and E can be identified with the conjugate space of (H’)N. 
2. Letl<p<ooand 
i& = ix :il xkeikt -h(t) E Hj , 
then 
for every p < co. 
Proof. (a) The first prope2nclusion: Clearly it is enough to show that 
LTm + L;w q LT‘- u L;+ Now HI = t, n E, and the spaces e, , & are BK- 
spaces with UK under the norms 
/I x // = sup j2= 1 k1 (1 - ;, xk cos kt 1 dt, 
12 0 k=l 
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respectively, 
I/ x 11 = SUP f* / 5' (1 - lj ~1~ sin kt i dt. 
n 0 k=l 
Therefore, the u-dual space of @ can be found by 2.2 and since H^1 C dl 
[3, p. 2861 we obtain 
(The inclusion JZ” CA? + L? 
But evidently j 1” q L,” u L?. 
was observed already by Newman [14].) 
(b) The second proper inclusion: (s)N C H^1 implies 
($)U = L$ + L? c [(G)i$ = [(z&]@ = B. 
ItAemains to prove that E #L> + L:. E as ,&dual space of the BK-space 
(HI), is a BK-space with boTded Ections [see proof of ($$3)]. Hence 
EN zAEIN. Assume now E = L,” + L,“. Then El, = EN = (L,” + L?)lN. 
But Lcm# LTm is a BK-space with bounded Cesaro sections of order one 
(since we can identify it with the conjugate space of s). Hence 
(L$ i L?),, = q. . (L$ 4 12) 
[9, p. 691 and 
90 . CL? +L?)cqo i’ ..I q. . ;:” = (i:-),, -+ (I?)l,v 
[9, p. 691. Evidently 
(L?,lN = c and (i’),, =: CT:‘, . 
Hence 
(L? l ti\“) 1N = cc + es = Ejv. 
But this is false since co + e,7 does not have AK. [We observe that 
x E c’, f c, if and only if there exists a two-way infinite sequence y = ( yk)?, 
such that yk = x1,. for all k = 1, 2 ,... and 
where 12 E C.] This proves the second proper inclusion. 
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(c) The third proper inclusion: Let 1 < p < co, I/p + l/p’ = 1. Then 
LT + LT C (@), [3, p. 2661. Hence 
E = [(@J'C(L~ +LT)" = i6' 
for every p < 00. Assume now E = @ for some p < co. Then 
(~)N c [((ii$#]~ = IP = ($)B = j$ 
for some p’ > 1, which is clearly impossible. Hence the third inclusion is 
proper. 
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